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OFFICE ORDER
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The following systemic lmprovement Measures in respect of procurement, installation and
commissioning of weighbridges have been approved by the cMDs rn their 137rh Meeting held
on 18ih Novembet,2O2O:

1.

During the finalization of the tender, technical scrutiny of the offers may be joinfly done
by a committee of officials of E&M and Civil Departments to avoid elongation of scrutiny
time

2.

ln order to ensure timely jnstallation and commissioning of weighbridges, leading to its
availability, the following are suggested:

a)
b)

The concerned authorities should be advised to take necessary steps to identify the
site well in advance for seamless deployment of weighbridges.
The indenting authority shall sensitize and intimate the concerned mine officials for
site /weigh house readiness (if the same is in the scope of in-house works) at the time
of submission of indent for procurement action itself
As soon as the orders are placed, the concerned authorities should be notified
through separate letters clearly indicating the tentative time for installation and
commissioning.
.

c)

The above System lmprovement Measures are circulated for information

and

implementation
This issues with the approval of competent authority.
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to:

1. Director (Tech.), CIU Director (Pers.), CtL/ Director (Fjn.), CtL/ Director (Mktg ), CIL
2, CMD. ECU BCCU CCU CMPDIU MCL/ NCU SECU WCL
3. Director (Tech.) - ECL/ BCCU CCU CMpDtU MCL/ NCU SECU WCL
4, CVO, CIL
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GM/TS to Chairman, CIL- This has referencetothe MoM of 137i CMOS'Meet held on 18 11 2020
circulated vde reference No CIUCH/TS/1560 dtd 25 11 2020 and communicated vide e-office
File No ooHMMi 16/'1 11004 3/2020 (Computer No 36653) dtd 02 122020
GM (IrMy GM (EEDy GM (E&iily GM (EXCV )/ Gtvl (Fin )/ GM (Civil)/ Glvl (CMC)/ GM (Admn )/
G[, (Prod.)i GM (CV), CIL
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